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Dear Applicant, 

 

 

Thank you for your enquiry regarding NEDonBoard Advisory Board.  

 

This information pack provides you with information on the role and responsibilities of the 

NEDonBoard Advisory Board and includes details about the application process. 

 

If you have any queries on the content of this pack, please contact Liv Noble on +44 (0)208 1 333 

220. 

 

If you are passionate about improving how organisations operate in the society, we look forward to 

receiving your application. 
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Our Vision: To enable the highest authority in every organisation, the Board, to work 

effectively for the benefit of society. 

 

Our Mission: To inspire, inform and professionalise the Board member role. 

 

Our Target: To operate in 10 countries with 50,000 members by 2020 and set the standards 

for effective board training and governance. 
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1. Message from the Founder    

 

As the founder of a young and fast-growing organisation, I am excited to form 

the first Advisory Board for NEDonBoard, the professional organisation for 

Non-Executive Directors & Board Members. 

 

We are at the stage where we need to bring additional experience to the organisation to grow and 

to fulfil NEDonBoard’s mission. At this exciting moment in NEDonBoard’s development, we are 

looking to recruit up to three Advisory Board Members with business experience within education, 

professional organisations and businesses which have gone through growth phases. If you have the 

experience, skills and dedication to help build the reference for board training and governance, we 

would be delighted to hear from you. 

 

We are now well established in the UK and need to build on the strengths of our existing network of 

board members and courses. One of the priorities for me is to ensure that NEDonBoard has the right 

people in place to further develop the vision of NEDonBoard to serve non-executive directors and 

board members by promoting the highest standards of professional excellence, ethics and 

professional education for board members. 

 

For the coming year, the organisation has 3 ambitions. 

• To always add value to our members and to implement of the right training for non-
executive directors and board members; 

• To ensure the financial stability and a decent level of profitability and sustainability for our 
organisation; in order to 

• Pursue our mission on a global scale and set up the international standard for effective 
board training and governance. 

 

Since our inception we have gone from strength to strength, establishing 

a strong community base amongst non-executive directors, business 

leaders, board members, chairmen and board experts. We are proud of 

the distance we have covered and look forward to continuing to 

professionalise the board member profession along with our own 

Advisory Board. 
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Finally, we are looking for an Advisory Board who shares our vision and core beliefs. Every board 

member is an agent of progress and each organisation should find its own ways. The board is the 

highest authority in any organisation. If we uphold the highest standards for the board, we strongly 

believe we can enable a better world. 

 

 

Jean-Philippe Perraud 

Head of NEDonBoard 
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2. NEDonBoard Overview 
 

NEDonBoard is the professional organisation for non-executive directors (NEDs) in the UK. 

NEDonBoard serves non-executive directors and board members by promoting the highest 

standards of professional excellence, ethics and education for board members. NEDonBoard serves 

hundreds of public and private organisations, SMEs and charities in helping them to identify and 

connect with non-executives.  As of today, NEDonBoard is the main professional organisation for 

non-executive directors in the UK with a 50,000 audience, 12,000 active subscribers and 700+ 

attendees to our events across the UK and course attendees over the year.  

 

Our mission is to shape the non-exec and board landscape and improve how public and private 

entities are run. Ultimately, it is to inspire, inform and professionalise the board member role. 

NEDonBoard’s mission is not only to serve non-executives and board members but ultimately to 

improve how businesses and organisations operate. NEDonBoard believes every board member is an 

agent of progress and each organisation should find its own ways. 

 

NEDonBoard supports business leaders in how they contribute positively to the boardroom. We 

ensure aspiring non-execs are best equipped to be effective in their roles. Our courses are highly 

rated by their attendees. NEDonBoard provides a safe environment for the NED and board member 

community to engage and improve governance in the boardroom. Our events and clubs run in 

London, Manchester, Edinburgh, Bath, Cardiff, Birmingham and Oxford. Finally, we support 

companies who are looking for non-execs or board members or would like to engage with them 

through partnerships, job publications or sponsorships. 

 

NEDonBoard’s only focus is to consistently add value to the non-executive and board member 

community and our members: we are providing meaningful networking opportunities, running 

dedicated clubs, publishing board roles, providing professional development courses for individuals 

and companies, empowering businesses to appoint more independent directors and bringing expert 

knowledge to aspiring and experienced non-executive directors and NEDonBoard members.  

 

NEDonBoard's mission articulates around three pillars: 

1. Connection: organise online and offline events, publish board role offers, improve standards 

of conduct and competence; 

2. Knowledge: serve all non-executive directors or business leaders seeking knowledge, 

professional development or inspiration. Advance knowledge among board members and 

non-executive directors; 

3. Authority: set the standards for effective governance within the non-executive director 

community and represent the voice of non-executive directors and board members in the 

UK. Provide guidance to protect independent directors in the exercise of their professional 

responsibility. 
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NEDonBoard in ten expressions: 

Professional network, Improvement in corporate and public governance, Meaningful connection, 

Excellence, Education, Influence, Better World, Ethics, Care, Responsibility and Passion. 

 

NEDonBoard was established in 2014. Since Jan 3rd 2017, it has been operating under GIOBM Ltd. 

The registered office is at HUB Westminster, 80 Haymarket, SW1Y 4TE, London, UK.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

@NEDonBoard Panel Evening – The Effects of Culture and Diversity in 

the Boardroom, Tuesday 26th September 2017, Pictured: Sir Winfried 

Bischoff, Chairman of the FRC; and Annemarie Durbin, portfolio NED 

FTSE250, Eamonn McGrath, EY partner. 
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NEDonBoard History & Milestones 

 

Dec 2014 – “Idea to Action” 

First Step. Launch of NEDonBoard, an online platform for board members. 

"I'm here to build something for the long-term. Anything else is a distraction." - Mark Zuckerberg 

 

2015 – “Starting-up” 

Mars 15. First Individual Member registration. 

Sept 15. First event in London with 75 attendees. 

Dec 15. Job platform used by 200+ companies such as The National Gallery, Oxfam Scotland, 

Badminton Wales, Private Equity firms or Department of Health. 

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.” Nelson Mandela  

 

2016 – “NEDonBoard Community Growing” 

May 16. Newsletter audience reaches 10,000. 

Aug 16. 1,000 jobs for Board Member, NEDs or Trustee Role, posted on the NEDonBoard platform. 

Main online platform to outsource Board Member roles.  

Oct 16. First co-event outside London with the University of Manchester1. 

Launch of Best Practice Groups in order to publish a series of board relevant recommendations2.  

Launch of our expert interview series on the NEDonBoard YouTube Channel.3 

Launch the first Good Practice Guide. “What to expect of the NED role”4. 

“There is no power for change greater than a community discovering what it cares about.” Margaret Wheatley 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 12 Events across the UK with average attendee 40 to 80. 
2 The active Clubs are Club FTSE 350, Club SMEs, Club Public Organisation, Club REMCO, Club Audit Committee, 
Club Women On Board, Club Company Secretary, Club Investing NED. 
3 More details. www.youtube.com/NEDonBoard  
4 More details. www.thenedrole.nedonboard.com  
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@NEDonBoard Panel Evening – Navigating Board Challenges, 

Tuesday 28th June 2016, Malcolm McKenzie,  MD at Alvarez and 

Marsal; Liv Noble of NEDonBoard; and Helen Pitcher, OBE and 

Chairman at Advanced Boardroom Excellence 

 

2017 – “Road to Profitability & Sustainability” 

Team of five 

Newsletter audience reaches 25,000 

20 events5 around the UK across the year. Monthly events in London, Regional HUB in Scotland. 

Events also in Manchester and Cardiff with plans also for Bath, Birmingham, Oxford, and Sheffield. 

Two Good Practice Guides in Progress: Succession planning6 & Audit committee7 chaired by Mary 

Reilly. Further guides launching early 2018. 

Feb 17. First dedicated course8 for board members. Rated excellent by attendees. 

June 17. Sponsorship Programme. Partnering with corporate and head-hunter firms. 

Oct 17. Ambassador Programme & Advisory Board. 

Q4 17. Launch of Corporate Membership Program. 

"Essentially being a for-profit creates opportunity for doing greater good. And financial success as a for-profit 

with a social conscious carries greater credibility with your peers, potentially influencing actions of other 

businesses." Brian Walker 

 

                                                             
5 Recent speakers include: Sir Winfried Bischoff Chairman of the FRC; CEO of Citigroup, Nov– Dec 2007,  
Chairman of Lloyds Banking Group, 2009–2014; Annemarie Durbin, Chair of the UK Listing Authority Advisory 
Panel to the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), Independent Non-Executive Director of Ladbrokes Coral PLC, 
Santander UK PLC, WH Smith PLC; Alastair Lyons, CBE, Chairman of a FTSE 100 (Admiral Group); Denise Wilson, 
OBE, Chief Executive of The Davies Review into Women on Boards; Ruth Cairnie, Non-Executive Director of a 
FTSE 100 (ABF as well as NED at Rolls-Royce); Helen Pitcher OBE, Chairman at Advanced Boardroom Excellence 
and a leading board effectiveness practitioner. 
6 Chaired by Helen Pitcher, OBE 
7 Chaired by Mary Reilly 
8 As of Oct 2017, three dedicated courses: Board of Tomorrow, Board Empowerment, Finance for Non-
Financial Board Members.  
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2018 – “Improve the Standards for NEDs, Board members & International Expansion” 

"The real goal of what we’re doing is to have a positive impact on the world." Ed Catmull 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

@NEDonBoard Non-Executive Director Summer Party, Tuesday 12th 

July 2016. Pictured: NEDonBoard members. 
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3. Role Description for Advisory Board 
 

 

As a member of our Advisory Board, you will help to guide NEDonBoard in fulfilling its vision, mission 

and targets. NEDonBoard has ambitious plans to increase the quality and scale of what it has to offer 

and our committed team will be at the centre of that drive to achieve excellence, championing  NEDs 

and board members who will contribute to the wellbeing of the economy. You will have an 

opportunity to influence and shape NEDonBoard’s strategy, mission and values in its role as the 

professional organisation for non-executive directors. 

 

We are particularly interested in applications from those with expertise in education, membership 

development or community engagement, HR and organisational development, digital marketing or 

sponsorship programmes, networking or relationship building, diploma development or course 

training  and professionals who are business savvy. 

 

As an  individual, we would like to see that you are energetic and passionate, and that you can 

effectively combine these personal attributes with your experience of leading organisations, 

engaging with, constructively challenging, and supporting the strategic direction of 

NEDonBoard. You have the vision, independence of judgement and commitment to help 

NEDonBoard thrive in the years to come. You are entrepreneurial in your style and through 

experience, understand the diverse needs of start-up and growing companies and can use this 

insight to advise and guide business plans and growth. You will have an extensive network of 

relevant contacts and exceptional commercial aptitude.  

 

 

Board Experience 
 

• A proven ability to effectively operate on a board, including the ability to effectively chair 

meetings; 

• Experience of serving on the board of an organisation in the public, private or voluntary sector; 

• The capacity to act fairly and impartially in the decision-making of the Advisory Board; 

• The ability to participate as a team member of the Advisory Board in a high profile organisation, 

providing effective support and challenge to the organisation; 

• Strong relationship building skills, with the ability to collaborate effectively, and work with and 

through others to achieve objectives. 
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Vision & Business 
 

• Establish and maintain NEDonBoard’s vision and values; 

• Develop the strategic direction of NEDonBoard -  strategic plan, mission statement, budgets and 

advise on final decisions of fundamental concern to the continued viability of the organisation;  

• Provide strategic leadership and direction to the organisation through oversight of and 

contribution to key strategy documents such as setting the strategic priorities for example 

related to financial objectives or staffing strategies;  

• Support the development of and monitor key performance indicators to support the 

organisation in achieving its mission and values and strategic priorities;  

• Monitor the achievement of targets to ensure the organisation is performing against its own 

criteria; 

• Develop and review NEDonBoard’s  financial strategy and objectives, and ensure that there is an 

appropriate control system in place which is regularly monitored;  

• Understand the growth phases of a start-up organisation. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@NEDonBoard Non-Executive Director Social Cocktail Evening, 27th 

September 2016. NEDonBoard members. 

 
 

Represent 
 

• Have gravitas with a proven ability to influence senior stakeholders; 

• Highly developed oral communication skills including the ability to present complex messages 

and the vision of NEDonBoard, publicly at the highest level; 

• Promote the interests of NEDonBoard; 

• Have excellent communication skills including the ability to operate effectively and comfortably 

as an ambassador for NEDonBoard; 

• Engage with businesses in securing a partnering relationship; 

• Represent NEDonBoard at ad-hoc events and meetings and be a spokesperson for NEDonBoard. 
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Offer 
• Contributor to the on-going development of service and product offerings; 

• Instrumental to the development of the right recognised certification for Board Members; 

• Strong knowledge of boardroom environments;  

• An understanding of, and passion for, effective governance; 

• Strong evidence of business development experience (to help the organisation secure new 

partners); 

• An understanding of the operating environments in the education or membership organisation 

sectors in the context of governance; 

• International focus or experience; 

• An understanding of the differing demands of the public and private sectors. Experience of 

selling to both private and public sectors in Europe (local/national/international) 

 

Sponsor & Sales 
• Experience developing successful sales organisations and go-to-market;  

• Digital and marketing experience preferably gained in a global organisation; 

• A track record of business/commercial success; 

• Strong evidence of commercial sponsorship experience (to help NEDonBoard secure additional 

funds);  

• Commercially confident and articulate. 

 

Finance 
• Strong evidence of financial management skills (to support NEDonBoard’s financial governance 

processes); 

• Excellent financial skills; 

• An interest to satisfying one’s self that NEDonBoardhas the necessary resources to carry out the 

strategy; 

• Experience in venture capital or other alternative outside investment routes; 

• Ensure compliance with legal and regulatory governance requirements. 

 

Additional Criteria 
• Act in ways that demonstrate good governance and are in accordance with the Nolan Principles 

of Public Life; 

• Be based in Europe (preferably UK or France);  

• Declare any conflicts of interest that arise as they arise and to do so in an open and transparent 

manner and be able to propose ways to manage conflicts should they arise; 

• Be eligible as provided by UK legislation9.  

                                                             
9 Legislation provides that the following persons are not eligible for appointment: Paragraph 6(1) and 6(2) of 
schedule 2B to the 2005 Act, as inserted by section 11(2) of the 2013 Act 6 (1) A person is not eligible for 
appointment as a member of the board if the person— (a) has within 5 years of the date on which the 
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4. Appointment Details 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@NEDonBoard Panel Evening – Insights from the Top: Non-Executive 

Director FTSE 100/350 Evening, Tuesday 26th April 2016. Pictured: 

Alastair Lyons, CBE, Chairman of Admiral Group; and a member  

 
 
 

Time Commitment  
 

The time commitment is 15 days, roughly 10 hours per month per year.  

A range of training and development opportunities are also available to all Advisory Board Members. 

In addition to attending the quarterly meetings of the Advisory Board each year and optional 

‘discussion’ meetings (twice a year, half day). Discussion meetings are directional briefing sessions 

for Advisory Board Members to focus on discussing strategic matters outside of the Advisory Board 

meetings. 

Advisory Board Members are expected to contribute to the development of the Organisation by 

serving as a member of at least one of the Best Practice Clubs or as a panel expert. 

It is expected that the Advisory Board Members will actively participate in the wider life of the 

Organisation by attending significant NEDonBoard events. 

 

                                                             
appointment would take effect, been sentenced (following conviction for an offence in the United Kingdom, 
the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man or the Irish Republic) to imprisonment for a period of not less than 3 
months, whether suspended or not, without the option of a fine; (b) is an undischarged bankrupt; or (c) has 
been removed from office under section 24 of the 1992 Act (in relation to any college) or section 23Q of this 
Act (in relation to any regional board). (2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b), “undischarged bankrupt” 
means a person— (a) whose estate has been sequestrated and who has not been discharged (or against whom 
a bankruptcy order has been made and is still in force); (b) who has granted a trust deed for, or made a 
composition or arrangement with, creditors (and has not been discharged in respect of it); (c) who is the 
subject of a bankruptcy restrictions order, or an interim bankruptcy restrictions order, made under the 
Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act 1985 or the Insolvency Act 1986; (d) who is the subject of a bankruptcy restrictions 
undertaking entered into under either of those Acts; (e) who has been adjudged bankrupt (and has not been 
discharged); or (f) who is subject to any other kind of order, arrangement or undertaking analogous to those 
described in paragraphs (a) to (d), anywhere in the world 
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Remuneration/Expenses 
 

The position of Advisory Board Member is honorary and unremunerated. Reasonable expenses will 

be reimbursed, to be agreed in advance.  

 

Term of the Appointment  
 

The terms of appointment to the Advisory Board will be a one-year term, subject to renewal for up 

to three years.  

 

Start Date  
 

We anticipate that the inaugural presentation of the newly appointed Advisory Board will be on 30th 

January 2018 and first Board meeting in London 9.30AM-12AM, February 1st. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@NEDonBoard Panel Evening – The Effects of Culture and Diversity in 

the Boardroom, Tuesday 26th September 2017. Godwin Joseph, 

NEDonBoard Partnerships Director and guest panel. 

 

Appointment Process 
 

Following assessment of applications against criteria for appointment, shortlisted applicants will be 

interviewed.   

 

Interviews are to take place on 7th, 8th & 28, 29 November 2017. 

The Director will confirm appointments to the Advisory Board by 11 December 2017. 
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How to Apply 
 

If you are interested in applying, please submit your CV and a cover letter to 

hrned@nedonboard.com. 

 

The CV should include details of employment, appointments, qualifications history and the name 

and contact details of two referees willing to provide a reference. It should also include any relevant 

information regarding your eligibility for appointment and any directorships you hold.  

 

Your cover letter should provide details of the relevant experience that equips you to serve as an 

Advisory Board Member, in particular addressing the criteria listed under the role specification. 

Please ensure that you demonstrate how you match the above criteria in your cover letter. 

NEDonBoard member applications will be given priority: please indicate clearly if you are or have 

been a NEDonBoard member. 

 

We welcome applications from all sections of the community, regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, 

sexual orientation, faith or disability.  

If you would like to discuss the position informally, please contact Liv Noble on +44 (0)20 8 1 333 

220. 
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